Taylor Mine, Nevada
AVAILABLE FOR JOINT VENTURE

Taylor Mine
Project
Past Silver Production: underground in 1880’s through 1960’s; open pit 1981-1984
Property
Claims: 131 unpatented lode, 5 unpatented millsite and 4 patented
Commodity Silver with by-product gold from the resource area; gold and gold-silver in outlying
areas
Target
Carlin-style sediment hosted silver/gold; bulk tonnage and underground high grade
Location
Near Ely, Nevada, USA
Status
Established open pit silver resources with gold potential; 1980’s 1,320 ton/day
ﬂotation and cyanide leach mill onsite
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Asset Highlights
Current silver mineral resource open to expansion of 1,143,000 tons at
2.10 oz/ton totaling 2,402,000 measured silver ounces, 7,751,000 tons
of 1.86 oz/ton totaling 14,418,000 indicated silver ounces and an
1,716,000 tons of 2.30 oz/ton totaling 3,941,000 inferred silver
ounces 1
A portion of this open pit silver resource has been pre-stripped and is
now exposed at the surface
Existing 1,320 tpd ﬂotation and cyanide leach mill onsite with power and
water access
Four patented claims, water, mine road and power present; in-ﬁll drilling
has a very high probability of adding to the existing silver resource and
high grade targets exist in untested areas below the resource
An extensive mapping and soil sampling program identiﬁed multiple
gold-silver targets in the District to the east and southeast of the
resource area
A spring 2014 RC drilling program conﬁrmed the potential for both
near surface and deeper precious metals targets
A large intrusive system in the BD area continues to present an
excellent drill target on its footwall side and at the top of the Guillmette
Newly identiﬁed gold mineralization starts at surface in the Antimony
Pit area

Recent drill core from
the Taylor Mine

Project Overview 1

. Silver Predator owns 100% interest in the Taylor Mine and Mill, located in White Pine County, NV; production is
subject to a 2% NSR royalty

. The property is located 27 km (17 miles) south of the mining town of Ely and 4.0 km (2.5 miles) east of US
highway 50 with access via a maintained mine road

. Strong potential to increase existing silver resource and identify additional gold and silver resources both in the
resource area and elsewhere on the property

. All of the current resource is within the zone of oxidation due to a deep water table in the area; historic oxide ore
processed through mill circuit

. No credit given to gold component in resource area
Taylor 2013 Resource at 1.0 oz/ton Silver Cutoﬀ Grade 1
Measured and Indicated Resource
Short Tons

Silver (oz/ton)

Metric Tonnes

Ag g/t

Contained Silver (oz)

Measured

1,143,000

2.10

1,037,000

72.1

2,402,000

Indicated

7,751,000

1.86

7,032,000

63.8

14,418,000

Measured &
Indicated

8,894,000

1.89

8,069,000

64.8

16,820,000

78.8

3,941,000

Inferred Resource
Inferred

1,716,000

2.30

1,557,000

Metallurgy 1

. Current mill capacity on site is up to 1,320 tons/day; better economics likely at production rates of 3,000
tons/day or more in the resource area

. Metallurgical test work was initiated in 2007 by Fury Explorations Ltd. at McClelland Laboratories of Reno,
Nevada; a ﬁnal report was completed in 2012

. Mine records from 1981-1984 open pit production indicate recoveries averaging 69-70% and highs up to 76%
with ﬁne grinding

. Recent work at McClelland Labs suggests potential silver recoveries under optimum conditions could achieve
recoveries of 81.5% to 95.1% with an average recovery of around 92.0%

. The McClelland work also suggests that “gold recoveries generally were reasonably high, but varied signiﬁcantly in
large part because of the low grade nature of the samples tested”

Mine Planning
. The existing open pit resource needs more in-ﬁll drilling with the goal of expanding the resource and better deﬁning
the gold potential; the goal would be to develop at least 7-10 years of production at a rate of +3,000 tons/day

. A decision on whether to modernize and expand the existing mill –vs- building a new mill will depend on the
resource expansion, metal prices and mine costs

. Preliminary design work for a new tailings facility has been initiated, but additional design and ﬁeld work is required

Geology/Exploration Potential

. The Taylor silver deposits in the resource area are mostly oxidized
Carlin-style high silica “jasperoid” replacement bodies in the
carbonates of the upper Guillmette Formation

. Jasperoid bodies are localized by a combination of steep,

north-south and northwest trending structural conduits and
preferred host rock units consisting of reactive silty to sandy
transitional carbonates

. Mineralization is often more concentrated adjacent to the felsic

dikes and sills commonly found throughout the resource area and
elsewhere on the property

. More recently, gold and gold-silver targets have been identiﬁed in
very similar host rock and structural settings at other formational
contacts outside of the resource area

. Strong exploration potential exists to in-ﬁll the existing resource in

areas where known mineralized bodies were excluded from the
current resource due to poor historic drilling and sampling techniques;
deeper targets within the Guillmette have not been tested

. Additional gold-dominated precious metals discoveries could be

made that are outside of the current resource; high priority areas
might include Antimony Pit and BD

Gold Potential at Taylor 2
Results from the spring 2014 RC drilling program at Taylor included
signiﬁcant gold intercepts starting at surface in the Antimony Pit area:

. SPT-66 with 18.3 meters of 1.02 g/t gold starting at surface
. SPT-65 with 24.4 meters of 0.68 g/t gold starting at surface
and including 12.2 meters of 0.85 g/t gold

Project History

. Sporadic high grade underground silver production, with limited

gold and base metal production started in the 1880’s and ended by
1970

. Limited antimony production from the property in the 1930’s and 40’s
. Silver King Mines started open pit silver mining in 1981 and eventually

produced over 5 million ounces by 1984; closure was due to low silver prices

. In 2008, Golden Predator purchased Fury Exploration to acquire the
Taylor Mine and Mill

. In 2011, Silver Predator signed an option to purchase the Taylor

Mine and exploration properties from Golden Predator; the option
was fully exercised by the end of 2013

. In 2014, Silver Predator signed an agreement with Till Capital to
acquire the Taylor Mill among other property assets

For More Information
Michael Maslowski
Interim Chief Executive Officer
Phone: 208-635-5415
Email: mmaslowski@silverpredator.com
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